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task.[Surgical treatment of bronchopulmonary

shunts]. Of 254 patients who underwent surgery
for tracheal bronchus fistulae, the posterior
mediastinal approach was used in 237 cases
and the transthoracic approach in 17. In 219

cases there was a venous communication. The
surgical techniques are modified according to

the length of the fistula and the associated
lesions. Hospital mortality was 5.4% (13

patients). Surgical re-intervention was needed in
7% of patients. Results are significantly

improved in our series compared to those
previously published. Only the age group of 15
to 29 years was not significantly improved.1.
Field of the Invention The present invention

relates to a document processing apparatus that
optically reads a sheet-like document and

encodes the read information and a method of
controlling the same. 2. Description of the
Related Art In general, an optical character
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reading apparatus (optical scanner) is used for
reading a sheet-like document, such as a

document printed with a bar code or a magnetic
code, or a manuscript. This apparatus is
provided with a contact image sensor

(hereinafter referred to as CIS), a light source, a
document conveying mechanism, an optical
system, and a control circuit. The CIS detects
light reflected by the document. The control

circuit controls the light source, the document
conveying mechanism, and the optical system.
The light source projects light to the document
and converts the reflected light into an image

signal, and the optical system focuses the
image of the document on the CIS. The

document conveying mechanism conveys the
document. The CIS converts the reflected light

into an image signal and outputs the image
signal. In the case of reading a document with a
CIS, a so-called flashing operation is performed.

In the flashing operation, light is projected to
the document, and the reflected light is

detected by the CIS. In this case, a part of the
document such as a bar code is normally

printed to be darker than a part that is not
printed. Accordingly, a negative image is
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normally formed on the CIS. That is, the
negative image is formed on the CIS without a
predetermined light projection. The negative

image formed on the CIS is stored in a register
of the CIS. In a subsequent reading operation,

the document is conveyed to 0cc13bf012
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animations thatÂ .Q: Where do I go to turn
on/off location preferences? I have recently

changed my phone's location to only be
accurate to 100 meters. After receiving

numerous "The server at localhost returned an
error: (1003) Unable to locate an accessible

server" errors from various websites, I decided
to try something different. When I turn on my
settings under "Location" I see the option to

turn off location. But the option to turn it on is
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not there. Does anyone know where I can
actually turn off location from within
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know how to fix it. I also checked the function
is_playing() and is_started() methods but it

seems they are always False even if they are
not. I am using Tensorflow 2.0.0 import

tensorflow as tf import os import json from
collections import defaultdict STATS =
{'batches': defaultdict(int), 'iterations':

defaultdict(int), 'losses': defaultdict(float),
'epochs': defaultdict(int), 'losses_min': float(0),

'losses_max': float(0), 'losses_iou': float(0),
'iterations_min': int(0), 'iterations_max': int(0),

'epochs_min': int(0), 'epochs_max': int(0),
'epochs_iou': int(0), 'losses_median': float(0),
'losses_p75': float(0), 'losses_p85': float(0),

'losses_p95': float(0),
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